Directions to the University of Delaware-
Center for Drug & Health Studies (CDHS)
257 East Main Street, Suite 110
Newark, DE 19716
302-831-6107

From the North: (using I-95)

- Going SOUTH on I-95
- Take EXIT 3 to merge onto DE-Rt. 273 WEST, towards Newark
- Follow Rt. 273 for about 4 miles (crossing Library Ave. at Toyota dealer, this will turn into Main Street)
- After the light at Tyre Ave. stay in LEFT lane
- CDHS driveway is in between Gamble’s Florist & Bing’s Bakery (yellow building) - turn LEFT, go all the way to the back parking lot. Look for the black awning for entrance.

From the North: (using I-495)

- From the Pennsylvania border I-95 will connect with I-495 SOUTH from the right lanes
- Going SOUTH on I-495 (65 MPH limit) for about 10 miles, you will merge back onto I-95
- Take EXIT 3 to merge onto DE-Rt. 273 WEST, towards Newark
- Follow Rt. 273 for about 4 miles (crossing Library Ave. at Toyota dealer, this will turn into Main Street)
- After the light at Tyre Ave. stay in LEFT lane
- CDHS driveway is in between Gamble’s Florist & Bing’s Bakery (yellow building)-turn LEFT. go all the way to the back parking lot. Look for the black awning for entrance.

From the South (Dover area):

- Take US 13 North
- Turn RIGHT onto Scarborough Rd. (At Wilmington University on your right)
- At toll plaza, keep to the LEFT for DE-Route 1 NORTH
- Follow Route 1 North for about 30 miles
- Take EXIT 152 for DE-Route 72 North/Wrangle Hill Rd. (LEFT at top of ramp) toward Newark
- Follow Route 72 for about 9 miles
- Turn LEFT onto Main Street (New Castle County Library-Newark will be on your left)
- After the light at Tyre Ave. stay in LEFT lane
- CDHS driveway is in between Gamble’s Florist & Bing’s Bakery (yellow building)-turn LEFT, go all the way to the back parking lot. Look for the black awning for entrance.

From Baltimore, MD (I-95):

- Follow I-95 NORTH for about 54 miles
- Take EXIT 109 for MD-279 E/Ekton Road, you will soon enter into Delaware
- Go about 4 miles until forced to bear RIGHT onto W. Delaware Ave. (which becomes one way)
- Follow Delaware Ave. (pass TD Bank, Burger King, Univ. Courtyard Apts.) to the light at TYRE AVE. then turn LEFT
- Turn LEFT at the next light-this is MAIN ST. (one way)-Fulton Bank is on your right
- CDHS driveway is in between Gamble’s Florist & Bing’s Bakery (yellow building)-turn LEFT, go all the way to the back parking lot. Look for the black awning for entrance.